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WHAT READER PEN 
SHOULD I CHOOSE 
FOR USE AT HOME?



The learning process doesn’t stop just because  

you leave school and head home. You still must 

practice, do homework, read books, and keep up 

the progression. With C-Pen, you get a tool that 

empowers you and your child’s ability to study 

autonomously, whether it’s learning to read, a 

new language or studying for exams. This guide 

will advise you on which C-Pen you should choose 

depending on your child’s needs.



DOES YOUR CHILD 
NEED TO DEVELOP 
THEIR ABILITY TO 
READ?
Reading for your child early boosts their interest in books and 

 literature, as proven in numerous studies. It’s also proven that an 

early interest in reading will benefit children’s schoolwork. Your child 

will want to start reading independently after they have  cracked the 

reading code. The C-Pen Reader is a perfect tool to support your 

child’s journey to becoming a fluent and independent reader. It can 

help them with pronunciation and word comprehension, gradually 

making it easier to take on more challenging books. If your child 

has reading disabilities, the C-Pen Reader will also be a valuable 

aid when reading and learning throughout the school. 

 C-Pen Reader supports independent reading of the text with 

natural voices, helping your child understand the meaning of 

words better and learn more efficiently. Textbooks, magazines, 

and document content can all be unlocked with the aid of the 

C-Pen Reader.
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Doing homework can be challenging for somebody with reading 

disabilities. Unlike in school, they don’t have a teacher at hand that 

can help them. And as a parent or an older sibling, you are not 

always present when help is needed. With C-Pen Reader, they can 

get started independently and don’t have to wait for assistance. Of 

course, it’s not intended to replace the support from parents, but 

it’s a tool that makes the child less dependent on having a person 

constantly present.

 C-Pen Reader is a convenient portable tool to support inde-

pendent studying. Scan text with this state-of-the-art device to 

have words read out with natural speaking voices and defined 

with highest-tier dictionaries in an instant. C-Pen Reader also 

features a voice recorder and supports storing scanned text. It also 

promotes multi-sensory learning and aids language retention. Use 

the included voice recorder to support learner revisions. Students 

can record pronunciations or objectives from teachers to develop 

independent learning.

DOES YOUR CHILD 
NEED TO GET THE 
HOMEWORK DONE 
MORE EFFICIENTLY?
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IS YOUR CHILD 
LEARNING A NEW 
LANGUAGE? 

Learning a new language becomes more manageable if your child 

reads, speaks, and listens to it as much as possible. Every time 

they encounter a new word they haven’t met before, they need an 

easy way to learn how to pronounce it and what it means. With 

LingoPen, they can do this even when reading a printed book. 

They just highlight the word and listen. Reading and listening make 

learning and remembering easier, gradually advancing to even 

more challenging texts.

 LingoPen is a convenient portable tool for those who need 

support learning a new language. Scan text with this state-of-

the-art device to instantly look up and translate words between 

different languages. LingoPen has a text-to-speech function for 

further language retention. LingoPen also features a voice recorder 

and supports storing scanned text, everything is built-in, and there 

is no need or requirement for an internet connection.
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Studying sometimes means processing a lot of printed text, like 

writing an essay or preparing for a test. Not seldom are the 

sources published in books or photocopies. Using C-Pen Connect 

and a computer or a smartphone, your children can quickly scan 

relevant parts of the text. It’s just like a highlighter pen, with the 

difference being that the text gets into their computer. Then they 

can use them as quotes for a paper or share their notes with their 

classmates. They can also get their notes read out aloud.

 C-Pen Connect is a convenient Bluetooth-enabled text scanner 

compatible with computers, tablets, and smartphones. Use C-Pen 

Connect to capture and save text instantly to your computer or 

mobile. With a Connect Cloud account, text files are automatically 

shared between your child’s devices and can easily be shared with 

classmates for collaboration purposes. The C-Pen Connect app 

supports text reading and text files to be read aloud.

DOES YOUR CHILD 
NEED TO IMPROVE 
THEIR STUDY 
TECHNIQUES?
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C-Pen is the original high-quality state-of-the-art pen scanner. 
Founded in 1998 in Lund, Sweden, we develop and manufacture 
industry-leading scanning solutions that make it easy to process 
printed text, empowering people’s ability to read, understand 
and learn.
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